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1. Intensifiers

What are Intensifiers?

Intensifiers are words like very, really and extremely which emphasize adjectives.

For example:

It’s an interesting English course    >>> It’s a very interesting English course.
That film was boring.>>> Everyone was very bored.
It’s an interesting story. >>> It’s a really interesting story.

Other intensifiers are:

amazingly
exceptionally
incredibly
remarkably
particularly
unusually

What are intensifiers used for?

As mentioned, we use intensifiers when we want to emphasize an adjective.

Nobody is particularly snooty in this world, right?
He is amanzingly brave.
We also use intensifiers like enough to say more about an adjective. In this case, enough comes after the adjective.
For example:
If you are twenty you are old enough to drive a car.
I can’t wear those shoes. They’re not big enough.



1. Intensifiers

There are some Intensifiers which are used with extreme adjectives:
Extreme adjectives are words like:

enormous, huge = very big
tiny >>> very small
brilliant  >>> very clever
awful; terrible; disgusting; dreadful  >>> very bad
certain  >>> very sure
excellent, perfect, ideal, wonderful, splendid  >>> very good
delicious  >>> very tasty

Generally, these adjectives are not preceded by very. 
Example:

Incorrect: the elephant is very enormous.
Correct: the elephant is enormous. 
or 
Incorrect: Giorgio is very brilliant. 
Correct: Giorgio is brilliant.

we usually use intensifiers with extreme adjectives, like:

absolutely
completely
totally
utterly
really
exceptionally
particularly
quite
For example:

The film was absolutely awful.
Connor is an exceptionally brilliant kid.
The hamburger tastes really delicious.



2. Present continuous

Explanation
1. We use the Present Progressive to talk about actions or situations in progress.
For example:

•  It is raining heavily.

2.  We also use the Present Progressive to refer to those situations that began in the past, but haven’t finished yet.
For example:

• They are working in that factory for several years.

3.  We use the Present Progressive to refer to temporary situations.
For example:

• We are staying with my mom this weekend.

Sentence structure of past progressive:

Positive Sentence
The structure of a Positive Sentence is formed as follows:
Subject + Verb to be + Verb ing + Complement

Negative Sentence
The structure of a Negative Sentence is formed as follows:
Subject + Verb to be + Not + Verb ing + Complement

Interrogative Sentence
The structure of an Interrogative Sentence is formed as follows:
Verb to be + Subject + Verb ing + Complement?

Adding “ing” to a verb

There are some rules we have to keep in mind when adding “ing”:

1. we generally add “ing” to a verb in base form. That form is called “gerund”.
For example:

• Talk >>> Talking 
• Sleep >>> Sleeping
• Play >>> Playing

2. when the verb in base form ends in “e”, we drop “e” and then add “ing”.
For example:

• Come >>> Coming
• Live >>> Living
• Receive >>> Receiving

3. when the verb ends in a consonant preceded by only one stressed vowel, we must double the consonant before adding “ing”.
For example:

• Run >>> Running
• Stop >>> Stopping
• Control >>> Controlling

Verb to be 

be + not 

 

I am working At the moment.

I

Am I

am not working At the moment.

working At the moment?
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3. Past simple to be

Explanation

The past tense of to Be has two forms: WAS and WERE.
We use “WAS” when the subjects are I, she, he, it; and “WERE” for We, You and They.

Sentence formation with past tense of Be.

Positive Sentence
The structure of a Positive Sentence is formed as follows:

Subject + Be (Was / Were) + Complement

verb  complement 

You were very bad

 Subject  Be   Example  
 I   was   I was tired after class.
 You   were  You were very bad.  
 He   was   He was the best in his class.  
 She   was   She was late for work.  
 It   was   It was a sunny day.  
 We   were  We were at school.  
 You   were  You were on holiday.  
 They  were  They were happy with their game.  



3. Past simple to be

Explanation

Negative Sentence
The structure of a Negative Sentence is formed as follows:

Subject + Be + Not + Complement.

Subject   To Be   Example
I   Was not / Wasn’t  I was not at home that day.
You   Were  not / Weren’t You were not in the theater.
He   Was not / Wasn’t  He was not a doctor.
She   Was not / Wasn’t  She was not in the shopping mall.
It   Was not / Wasn’t  It was not a hot day.
We   Were not / Weren’t We were not in the university.
You    Were not / Weren’t You were not on Moe’s.
They  Were not / Weren’t They were not teachers.

verb + not complement 

You were not / weren´t very bad

Interrogative Sentence
The structure of an Interrogative Sentence is formed as follows:

Be +Subject + Complement?

To Be  Subject    Example
Was   I     Was I with you that afternoon?
Were  You     Were you very busy?
Was   He     Was he her cousin?
Was   She     Was she your wife?
Was   It     Was it a good movie?
Were  We     Were we at the hospital?
Were  You     Were you in the party?
Were  They    Were they interesting?

verb  complement 

Were you very bad?



4. Past simple 

Explanation
Negative Sentence
We use the Past Simple tense to talk about the events, situations and actions that occurred in the past, and that began and finished in the 
past. Although there are other forms to express past, the Past Simple is the one we use most often.

For example:
• I went to the university yesterday.
• We talked to the teacher last week.

Sentence formation in Simple Past.

Positive Sentence

The structure of a Positive Sentence is formed as follows:
Subject + Verb in past + Complement

Negative Sentence

The structure of a Negative Sentence is formed as follows:
Subject + Did + Not + Verb + Complement.

verb  complement 

I went to the university

verb  complement? 

theyDid work at home?

verb  complement 

I go

Did not  

did not with her

Interrogative Sentence

The structure of a Negative Sentence is formed as follows:
Subject + Did + Not + Verb + Complement.

you very bad?

Auxiliar



4. Past simple 

The formation of the past tense of the regular verbs

1. The past tense of the regular verbs is generally formed by adding “d” or “ed”. 

For example:

• Work / Worked
• Listen / Listened

2. If the verb in present tense ends in a consonant, except: w, x or y, preceded by just a stressed vowel, the consonant must be doubled 
before adding “ed”.

For example:

• Stop / Stopped
• Drop / Dropped

3. If the verb ends in “y” preceded by a consonant, “y” is changed to “i” and then “ed” is added.

For example:

• Study / Studied
• Cry / Cried

4. If the verb ends in “y” preceded by a vowel, we just add “ed”.

For example:

• Play / Played
• Stay / Stayed

you very bad?



FREE TIME ACTIVITIES

Play an instrument

Go shopping

Read a book

Listen to music



5. Be going to 

Explanation
“Be going to” is one of the ways to express future in English.
It is formed using:

Be going to + a verb in base form.

For example:

• We are going to have an exam next week.
• It’s going to be fantastic to get a job during the summer break. 

Uses

1. Intentions and plans in the future.

We use “Be going to” to express intention and plans that have been made in advance.
For example:
• She is going to be a good professional after finishing he studies.
• We are going to look for a new apartment to live next year.

2. Predictions

We use “Be going to” to make predictions of something based on evidence.
• It’s going to rain again tomorrow. (The speaker can probably see dark clouds.)
• Watch out! You’re going to break that glass.

3. Commands

We use “Be going to” to give commands or state that something is compulsory.
You’re going to pick up your toys right now. The room is a mess!

you very bad?



Subject To be Going to Verb

I am going to speak

5. Be going to 

Sentence Structure of “Be going to”
A positive sentence with Be Going to is formed as follows: 
Subject + To be + Going to + Verb
 
For Example:

Positive Sentence

subject  Be going to  contraction  Example
I   am going to  I’m going to  I am going to speak. / I’m going to speak.
You   are going to  You’re going to You are going to eat. / You’re going to eat.
He   is going to  He’s going to  He is going to play. / He’s going to play.
She   is going to  She’s going to She is going to visit. / She’s going to visit.
It   is going to  It’s going to  It is going to be hot day. / It’s going to be hot day.
We   are going to  We’re going to We are going to speak. / We’re going to speak.
You   are going to  You’re going to You are going to study. / You’re going to study.
They  are going to  They’re going to They are going to cook. / They’re going to cook.

you very bad?



Subject To be not Going to Verb

I am not going to speak

5. Be going to 

Sentence Structure of “Be going to”
A negative sentence with Be going to is formed as follows:
Subject + To be not + Going to + Verb
For Example:

Negative Sentence

subject Be going to   contraction   Example
I  am not going to  I’m not going to  I am not going to speak. / I’m going to speak.
You  are not going to  You aren’t going to You are not going to eat. / You aren’t going to eat.
He  is not going to  He isn’t going to  He is not going to play. / He isn’t going to play.
She  is not going to  She isn’t going to  She is not going to visit. / She isn’t going to visit.
It  is not going to  It isn’t going to  It is not going to be hot day. / It isn’t going to be hot day.
We  are not going to  We aren’t going to We are not going to speak. / We aren’t going to speak.
You  are not going to  You aren’t going to You are not going to study. / You aren’t going to study.
They are not going to  They aren’t going to They are not going to cook. / They aren’t going to cook.

you very bad?



To be Subject Going to Verb

Am I going to speak?

5. Be going to 

Sentence Structure of “Be going to”
An interrogative sentence with “Be going to” is formed as follows: 
To Be + Subject + Going to + Verb + obj?
For Example: 

Interrogative Sentence
Be  Subject going to  Verb  Example
Am  I  going to  Speak  Am I going to speak French?
Are  You  going to  Eat   Are you going to eat apples?
Is  He  going to  Play   Is he going to play videogames?
Is   She  going to  Visit   Is she going to visit her family?
Is   It  going to  Be   Is it going to be hot today?
Are   We  going to  Come  Are we going to come early?
Are   You  going to  Study  Are you going to study English?
Are  They going to  Cook  Are they going to cook lunch?

you very bad?


